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1          THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Today is October 2nd, 2014.
2      Going on the record at 9:40 a.m.  Would the court
3      reporter please swear in the witness.
4                  CHRISTINE ATHERTON,
5      called as a witness by the Plaintiff, having been
6      first duly sworn, was examined and testified as
7      follows:
8 DIRECT EXAMINATION
9      QUESTIONS BY MR. HAWKINS:

10 Q.   Could you please state your full name and spell it
11      for the record?
12 A.   My full name is Christine Atherton,
13      C-h-r-i-s-t-i-n-e, last name Atherton,
14      A-t-h-e-r-t-o-n.
15 Q.   Thank you.  Good morning, Ms. Atherton.  My name is
16      Gabriel Hawkins, and I'll be asking you a series of
17      questions today.
18          First of all, have you ever had your
19      deposition taken before?
20 A.   No.
21 Q.   Okay.  Could we start with the understanding that
22      if I ask a question that you don't understand,
23      you'll alert me and say, you know, I don't
24      understand the question, could you rephrase it, or
25      something of that -- to that effect?
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1 A.   Yes.
2 Q.   Great.  You understand that there are currently
3      lawsuits pending against Dr. Arvind Gandhi and
4      Community Hospital regarding the implantation of
5      ICD devices, and I represent plaintiffs in those
6      lawsuits?
7 A.   Yes.
8 Q.   Thank you.  I would like to start the deposition by
9      talking about your educational background.  Can you

10      please state the highest level of education that
11      you've achieved?
12 A.   I've got a master's in public administration with a
13      focus on healthcare management from IU.
14 Q.   IU, what campus?
15 A.   Indiana University, the Gary campus.  And I've got
16      a bachelor of science in nursing.
17 Q.   What year did you obtain the master's roughly?
18 A.   Approximately 1984.
19 Q.   Okay.  And where did you attend -- where did you
20      get your bachelors from?
21 A.   Murray State University in Murray, Kentucky.
22 Q.   Okay.  Do you recall the approximate year that you
23      obtained that degree?
24 A.   1979.
25 Q.   Is there any education that you had aside -- post
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1      high school education that you had aside from those
2      two degrees?
3 A.   Not in a structured educational university.  But,
4      of course, ongoing education throughout my career.
5 Q.   Okay.  How and where are you employed?
6 A.   Currently, I'm employed at Indiana University
7      Health LaPorte Hospital as the director of EP
8      services.
9 Q.   And what is your job -- director of EP services, is

10      that your job title?
11 A.   Yes.  And what I do is I manage the clinic, the
12      holding areas, and the procedure areas for the
13      electrophysiology department.
14 Q.   Okay.  Are you certified in any particular area?
15 A.   No.
16 Q.   Okay.  Do you have what you consider a specialty in
17      any particular area?
18 A.   Yes, I consider it EP.
19 Q.   Okay.  So EP is your specialty?
20 A.   Yes.  I've worked in that area for 24 years.
21 Q.   24 years.  All right.  And you said, you know, when
22      I asked earlier if you had any other training in
23      between that point, you said no formal, structured
24      training.  But I gather you had some informal, less
25      structured training in that period?
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1 A.   Exactly.  I do continuing education every year.  I
2      attend the Heart Rhythm Society meeting every year
3      and do -- you know, online, we have vendor
4      sponsored education related to topics that are
5      appropriate to electrophysiology.  I can keep up
6      with my own reading, my own continuing education,
7      so I'm constantly learning.  Because as a director,
8      I need to be able to give my colleagues the
9      information that they need to take care of the

10      patient appropriately.
11 Q.   Okay.  A lot of stuff in there.
12 A.   Yeah.  Sorry.
13 Q.   No, no.  You're fine.  I just apologize, because
14      we're going to have to break that down quite a bit.
15 A.   Okay.
16 Q.   First, you mentioned continuing education.
17 A.   Uh-huh.
18 Q.   What does that consist of?
19 A.   The meetings at the Heart Rhythm Society, the
20      vendor sponsored meetings.
21 Q.   Okay.  Is there a structure to it?  Is there
22      someone who recognizes, okay, this is an accredited
23      course, or this is not an accredited course?
24 A.   No.  State of Indiana does not require continuing
25      education units for their nurses.  So it's not an
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1      IU sponsored or Indiana State CEU applied.  You
2      know, I get credits from the Heart Rhythm Society,
3      because those are accredited, so there's probably
4      20 to 25 hours per year from Heart Rhythm Society.
5      But all the other informal usually aren't CEU, the
6      continuing education unit accredited.
7 Q.   Okay.  And earlier, you said for a nurse.  Would it
8      be accurate to call you a nurse?
9 A.   Yeah.

10 Q.   Okay.  How many hours total per year would you
11      average on these continuing education programs?
12 A.   I would say approximately 50 to 100.
13 Q.   Okay.  And are they broken down, or is there like
14      some kind of convention that you typically go to?
15 A.   The Heart Rhythm Society has a symposium every
16      year.  And as a member of the Heart Rhythm Society,
17      which is the recognized entity for EP, I go to that
18      every year so that I can be updated with the newest
19      in technology, the newest in procedures, look at
20      equipment, share best practices with my colleagues,
21      so I go to that every year.  And it's a -- that's
22      where I get approximately 25.  It's a -- usually a
23      four-day symposium.
24 Q.   You keep track of how many hours you have for these
25      continuing education programs?
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1 A.   For the formal, yes.
2 Q.   For the formal.  Okay.  What is the formal?
3 A.   That would be those that have the accreditation
4      with the continuing education units.
5 Q.   I see.  And what I'm trying to figure out here is:
6      Is there a reason you're keeping track of it?  Is
7      there some -- some yearly requirement that someone
8      is requiring you to --
9 A.   No.

10 Q.   It's just to keep track of them then?
11 A.   I just know that I get them.
12 Q.   Yeah.
13 A.   Yeah.  There's no formal reason that I have to
14      report them to anybody to keep my license or
15      anything like that.  State of Indiana does not
16      require that.
17 Q.   How about your employer, does your employer say, we
18      want you to attend X amount of --
19 A.   No.
20 Q.   Okay.
21 A.   Personal accountability.
22 Q.   Personal accountability.  Okay.  Well, personal
23      accountability, just for your own sense of
24      education?  Is that what you mean by personal
25      accountability?
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1 A.   Uh-huh.  Yeah.  I need to keep updated in the field
2      and the area that I work in.
3 Q.   Of course.  And I'm -- to be clear, I'm not
4      challenging you on anything.
5 A.   No, I know.  I'm just trying to explain it as best
6      I can.  It's just something, you know, I do.
7 Q.   Sure.  Okay.  So you have the Heart Rhythm Society
8      meetings.  You have other vendor sponsored
9      continuing education.

10 A.   Uh-huh.
11 Q.   Any other kind of training that you go through
12      throughout your years?
13 A.   I do webcasts on a regular basis, probably one or
14      two a month where I would -- you know, whether
15      they're sponsored by a vendor, a drug company, a
16      device company, Heart Rhythm Society or another
17      facility, you know.  I do that.  They're both in
18      administrative and bedside nursing, EP-related
19      topics.  Plus reading.
20 Q.   What reading do you do?
21 A.   Any kind of new news release that comes through.
22      EP Digest really isn't considered a scientific
23      journal, but I get that.  I also have the journals
24      that come from the Heart Rhythm Society, because
25      I'm a member.  I get that on a monthly basis, and
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1      so I review that on a monthly basis for new
2      information that's coming out that I need to be
3      aware of in my practice.
4 Q.   All right.  Is any of this training what I call
5      hands-on training?  And let me define that for you.
6      You know, some training, you imagine it's kind of
7      like you sit in a classroom and listen to someone
8      do presentation.  Whereas, you know, some training
9      is, you know, we're going to take you through the

10      steps and watch you perform them.  Is anything, you
11      know, hands-on training?
12 A.   Certainly.  Every time we get a new piece of
13      equipment, I have to assure that my colleagues and
14      I are capable of using that.  And because of
15      technology, that's usually what happens.  You get
16      the equipment.  You get the component of the
17      classroom type of information.  And then you do the
18      hands-on training and pass different criteria to
19      operate the equipment.
20 Q.   I see.  And also, on a side note, anytime you need
21      a break or anything of that nature, please just
22      tell me.  We'll be happy to go off record.
23 A.   Okay.
24 Q.   So I make that clear.  Where did you start your
25      employment as a nurse?
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1 A.   Welborn Hospital in Evansville, Indiana.
2 Q.   And do you recall the approximate year of that?
3 A.   1979.
4 Q.   I see.
5 A.   The day after I graduated from Murray.
6 Q.   So you had a job waiting for you upon graduation?
7 A.   Uh-huh.  I was an extern there for the three years,
8      my sophomore, junior and senior year.
9 Q.   I see.  And I understand it's a long period of

10      time.  If you forget, that's fine.  But can you
11      take me through your job history from that
12      moment --
13 A.   Sure.
14 Q.   -- to the present day to the best of your ability?
15 A.   Yeah.  I started out as a staff nurse in the
16      intensive care unit and did that.  Moved to the
17      charge nurse position in the intensive care unit a
18      year after my employ.  Became interested in EMS, so
19      I was a nurse paramedic -- in the State of Indiana,
20      there were four of us at that time -- probably
21      three years after graduation.  Started the
22      helicopter service in Evansville.  It was one of
23      the first two helicopters in Indiana.  There was
24      Methodist Hospital in Indiana, and we started the
25      second one.  Was there until 1984 in the capacity
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1      of the director of the helicopter.
2          Moved to Valparaiso at that time because of
3      personal relationships, because a nurse is a nurse
4      and can move anywhere.  And I was at Porter
5      Memorial at that time for 18 months as a critical
6      care instructor, because that was just kind of
7      the -- I didn't know anything about the area.  That
8      was the first job that was available.  Then I went
9      to St. Anthony's in Crown Point in approximately

10      1985 as the director of the open heart unit and
11      step-down unit and did that.  I was there for
12      almost 10 years.
13          But during that time period, probably six
14      years into that, I was approached and told that we
15      were going to start electrophysiology services and
16      that I got it.  Didn't know anything about EP, just
17      that I was going to be directing another
18      department.  It was a shared, joint relationship
19      with Illinois Masonic out of Chicago.  And the
20      physicians that were there were going to come down
21      to our facility to do basic EP work.  Anything big
22      was going to go to the city.  We were going to do
23      basic EP work.  So I set up the EP lab there, and
24      we were trained at Illinois Masonic initially to
25      staff our department with continued support from
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1      them.
2          I stayed there, and I moved from the director
3      of the open heart unit in the step-down to just
4      director of EP, because I enjoyed that.  It was
5      what I liked to do.  I liked the docs I was working
6      with.  It gave me some autonomy that I didn't
7      always have in other situations.  You know, being
8      on a helicopter and a paramedic, you kind of aren't
9      the person that's there doing, you know -- I

10      enjoyed EP.  It was a new endeavor.  I enjoyed
11      growing the program.
12          And in approximately 1995, the docs decided
13      that they wanted to open up the program at
14      St. Mary's in Hobart and asked if I would move from
15      St. Anthony's to St. Mary's.  I was hired at
16      St. Mary's as the director of the intermediate care
17      unit and the EP program, because they didn't know
18      how quickly the EP program was going to take off.
19      After a year and a half, it was to the point where
20      I needed to do it full time.  So again, I was doing
21      just EP services at that time.
22          Then Community purchased St. Mary's and
23      St. Catherine's, and I honestly don't remember what
24      year that was.
25 Q.   Can you give a rough estimate within five years?
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1 A.   Oh, I think it was probably 2003 maybe.  The
2      Community purchased 2003, 2004.  And at that time,
3      they were regionalizing all the services.  So
4      instead of having places at each one, they asked me
5      to do EP not only at St. Mary's, but cover the EP
6      program at Munster and at St. Catherine's.  So I
7      did that for a period of approximately four years,
8      and then I wasn't doing it at Munster anymore.  I
9      just covered St. Mary's and St. Catherine's.

10          And then six years ago, the guys wanted to
11      open up a program in LaPorte at IU Health and asked
12      if I would do it again, so I made the move from
13      St. Mary's and St. Catherine's and the Community
14      Healthcare System to LaPorte.  And at the time I
15      moved, it was LaPorte Hospital.  And then IU Health
16      System bought LaPorte, so we became IU Health
17      LaPorte.
18 Q.   Okay.  I asked a very poor question.  Because I had
19      no idea your career was -- had that many -- that's
20      impressive.  So I'm going to have to break that
21      down a little bit.
22 A.   I figured that.
23 Q.   Start at LaPorte and try to work backwards.
24 A.   Okay.
25 Q.   You said the guys were starting something.  Who
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1      were the guys?
2 A.   The physicians, Dr. Dixon, Dr. Kaufman and
3      Dr. Dasari.  I have never been formally employed by
4      them.  I am always employed by the hospital.  And I
5      set up hospital-based clinics and the EP labs and
6      the procedure labs.  So when a place needs somebody
7      to set up a program, the hospital employs me, and I
8      go in and set up the program.  But I have worked
9      with those physicians -- Dixon, we're starting our

10      25th year.  Kaufman, 23rd year.  And then Dasari
11      came afterwards.  I can't remember how long I've
12      been around Dasari.
13 Q.   Okay.  So -- and as I understand it, you're just
14      basically working with them, and there's no real
15      formal agreement amongst you?
16 A.   No, uh-uh, none at all.
17 Q.   Do you work with any other doctors regularly?
18 A.   Right now, Dixon, Kaufman and Dasari are the only
19      EP doctors that are on staff at IU LaPorte.  But at
20      St. Mary's, I had those three guys, and I worked
21      with cardiologists that were putting pacemakers in.
22      At Munster, I worked with approximately seven or
23      eight physicians that were EP.  I only did EP at
24      Community and at St. Catherine's.  So there was
25      Suprenant, Andress and then Burke, Bump,
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1      Petropulos, and then the three guys that I worked
2      with that were strictly EP that I would cover cases
3      for at Community.
4 Q.   I see.  What would you regard -- I mean, how would
5      you define EP?
6 A.   If you think of EP, it's the -- we're the
7      electricians.  General cardiology is the plumbers.
8      EP deals just with the electrical system of the
9      heart.  We don't deal with structure.  We don't

10      deal with blocked arteries, blocked vessels,
11      hypertension, heart failure.  Even though we have
12      devices that can assist heart failure, we don't
13      manage the patient's heart failure.  That's for
14      their general cardiologist.  The way EP works
15      successfully is when you have a good collaboration
16      between the EP and the general cardiology
17      department.  Because EP takes care of rhythm
18      disturbances and electrical issues.  General
19      cardiology takes care of everything else.
20 Q.   All right.  For a lay person who -- the electrician
21      of the heart, what kind of problems does that -- is
22      that designed to address?
23 A.   Fast rhythms and slow rhythms.
24 Q.   Anything else?
25 A.   Well, there's lots -- as a lay person, I'm not
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1      going to get into that explanation.  But it's --
2      you know, weak muscle can cause fast rhythms.  It
3      can cause slow rhythms.  Differences in the
4      conduction.  There are different ways to treat it
5      with a device that will make it beat faster, a
6      device that protects against bad rhythms.  And then
7      we also do ablations which can get rid of rhythms
8      that don't need devices.  Does that explain your
9      question a little bit?

10 Q.   It does.  It does.  Thank you.
11 A.   Okay.
12 Q.   I'm going to represent to you that Dr. Kaufman has
13      indicated that you worked at St. Mary's EP lab in
14      2005.  Do you recall working in St. Mary's EP lab
15      during that period?
16 A.   Uh-huh.
17 Q.   And during that time, were you responsible for
18      filling out what he referred to as CMS forms?
19 A.   Yes.
20 Q.   What is a CMS form?
21 A.   The ACC NCDR -- the ACC, American College of
22      Cardiology, has databases.  CMS required that if
23      you were going to be implanting defibrillators, you
24      needed to report certain information about patients
25      that you implanted those, so that they went into a
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1      database.  You had two choices.  You could do all
2      your patients, which was pretty much the gold
3      standard so that you could benchmark yourself
4      against other entities your own size and across the
5      nation to see how you were doing and how your
6      results were.  Or you could choose just to do those
7      patients that were primary -- that were Medicare
8      related, primary prevention patients.  You did not
9      have to report.  So there was a full disclosure

10      report that could be done, or there was one where
11      you chose only those patients that were Medicare
12      age, covered by Medicare that were a primary
13      prevention patient.
14 Q.   Which of those two options did you use while you
15      were at St. Mary's?
16 A.   We elected to go full disclosure with the gold
17      standard with every patient being reported, whether
18      they were Medicare patients, whether they were
19      private pay, whether they were commercial pay.
20      Because we wanted the information that you gained
21      from being benchmarked.  If you did just the
22      primary prevention, the smaller report, you weren't
23      benchmarked.  You didn't get competitive or
24      comparative data.
25 Q.   Okay.  So my understanding is at least you've
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1      testified that one of the purposes of these CMS
2      forms is to get some kind of benchmark data.
3 A.   Uh-huh.
4 Q.   Is there any other purposes for these?
5 A.   Right.  CMS wouldn't -- if you were going to put
6      the device in, they would -- a Medicare patient, to
7      be reimbursed, you have to report that if it's a
8      primary prevention patient.
9 Q.   I see.  And I hope this isn't a bad question.  But

10      do you know what CMS stands for?
11 A.   Well, it's a -- what is it?  Not the exact.  There
12      are so many abbreviations in healthcare that I just
13      know them as CMS.  But it's the government body
14      that manages Medicare and those issues.
15 Q.   Thank you.  Does a CMS form typically include a
16      patient's ejection fraction?
17 A.   Yeah.
18 Q.   What is an ejection fraction?
19 A.   An ejection fraction is the percentage applied to
20      how strong the heart muscle is and how much blood
21      is being pumped out on a regular basis.  It's a
22      measurement done after an echocardiogram is done
23      and certain measurements are taken.
24 Q.   Does a CMS form indicate whether a patient has
25      undergone medical therapy to address a particular
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1      problem that he or she might have?
2 A.   You have to report the medications that the patient
3      has been on, yes.
4 Q.   I see.  And how long they've been on those?
5 A.   They ask for a history on when the diagnosis was
6      made and how long ago, whether it was a period of
7      six months, nine months, greater than nine months,
8      less than that time.  So they ask those questions
9      about, you know, everything, whether it's an

10      ischemic, whether it's nonischemic, all of the
11      different components of the patient's record, a
12      time period history.  It's broken down into very
13      broad.  But usually, it's a greater than three
14      months, greater than six months, greater than nine
15      months kind of answer.  They don't ask specifically
16      date, you know, anything like that.
17 Q.   I see.  What is -- do they include a QRS duration?
18 A.   Uh-huh.
19 Q.   What is a QRS duration?
20 A.   QRS is a certain point in the electrical
21      measurement of the heart.  And you look at --
22      it's -- it's just indicative of how the electricity
23      is passing through.  If there are any blocks to
24      that, it becomes wider.  If there are no blocks,
25      it's narrower or a normal value.  So they're going
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1      to ask you what it is.  So the actual measurement,
2      it can be measured out on an EKG strip.
3 Q.   Okay.  Does CSM -- I'm sorry.  Does CMS forms
4      include echocardiogram results?
5 A.   Yes.
6 Q.   And what are echocardiogram results?
7 A.   Well, the echocardio -- it's the EF, the ejection
8      fraction.  That's what comes out of the
9      echocardiogram.  They don't relate to structure or

10      anything.  They only ask about the ejection
11      fraction.
12 Q.   I see.  Thanks.  Do they typically include stress
13      test results?
14 A.   They don't ask for stress test, no.  But they will
15      ask has the patient had an MI?  Has the patient had
16      a coronary intervention?  Has the patient had
17      bypass surgery?  They'll ask if there are other
18      issues related.  Are there valvular issues that the
19      patient has?  Because valvular issues can affect
20      the ejection fraction.  They are going to ask for
21      the patient's complete cardiac history, but they
22      don't ask stress testing.
23 Q.   All right.  You used the term MI.
24 A.   Myocardial infarction.
25 Q.   Thank you.  And finally, do CMS forms include EKG
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1      results?
2 A.   They will ask about what the patient's current
3      rhythm is, what the underlying rhythm is, and do
4      they have a history of atrial fibrillation, which
5      is a rhythm of the upper chamber of the heart, or
6      do they have ventricular tachycardia, which is a
7      rhythm of the lower chamber of the heart.  They'll
8      ask if there's been a cardiac arrest and if there
9      are some kind of congenital diseases that the

10      patient might have that would make them susceptible
11      to a cardiac arrest situation.
12 Q.   Can you think of anything else besides -- for the
13      categories that I just mentioned that are typically
14      included on these CMS forms?
15 A.   Like I said, they do meds.  They do the full
16      history of the patient.  They want to determine if
17      it's ischemic, if it's a nonischemic
18      cardiomyopathy.  They'll ask demographic
19      information; patient name, Social Security Number,
20      how they're insured, you know.  So you have to make
21      that determination.  They'll ask if EP studies have
22      been done.  They'll ask -- I'm just trying to think
23      about the form.  More of it is a description of
24      those items that are considered requirements for
25      implantation of a device.  So they're going to ask
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1      about the QRS.  They're going to ask about whether
2      it's an ischemic or nonischemic cardiomyopathy.
3      They're going to ask if the patient has been on a
4      medical regimen.  They're going to ask about the
5      history.  So I think you pretty much have all the
6      categories.
7 Q.   Thank you.  What specific training did you have
8      that qualified you to undertake these CMS forms?
9 A.   At the time, it was a webcast.  You know, the

10      initial was webcast teaching you how to do it, how
11      to fill out the forms.  And back in those days,
12      webcasts were a little bit more difficult to attend
13      than they were -- you know, now, we can just boot
14      them up on our computer.
15          But then the ACC starting having yearly
16      meetings where they would gather the people that
17      were doing the data input so that you could go
18      over, you know, frequently asked questions.  You
19      know, if I have this and it doesn't fit into this
20      category, how -- where do I put it, or how do I
21      explain these situations.  And again, it's
22      continuing education.  You'd meet with your peers.
23      They'd break it down.
24          Because not only do they do the defibrillator,
25      but they do angioplasty.  They do stroke.  They do
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1      carotids.  They do -- there are about seven
2      different divisions now that they have control
3      databases for.  The one component I was involved in
4      was just the ICD database, so I couldn't answer
5      about any of the others.
6 Q.   I see.  And can you -- and if you can't, I totally
7      understand.  But can you estimate how many hours of
8      training you approximately went under for this?
9 A.   It was a three-day seminar, eight hours a day.  Not

10      the initial training, you know.  It was pretty
11      much, here's this big booklet, and you were -- had
12      forms that told you what goes in this, what goes in
13      this, what goes in this.
14 Q.   I'm sorry.  You have a very -- an extensive work
15      history.  I might not able to recall each one of
16      them.
17 A.   Uh-huh.
18 Q.   But did you fill out CMS forms for anyone else
19      other than St. Mary's?
20 A.   Originally, I was supposed to fill out all the
21      forms for implants at Community, at St. Catherine's
22      and at St. Mary's.
23 Q.   Okay.  Do you do that at all at LaPorte now?
24 A.   Yeah.
25 Q.   And to the best of your recollection, when did you
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1      first start filling out CMS forms?  When were you
2      assigned with that task?
3 A.   I'm thinking that CMS started that in probably
4      2003, 2004, something like that.  So we were in it
5      from the beginning, because reimbursement is
6      important.  And to comply, you needed to fill out
7      the forms.
8 Q.   Was your responsibility for filling out these forms
9      a daily task, weekly task?  I mean, how often would

10      you do it?
11 A.   It was informal, but you report on a quarterly
12      basis.  So you have a three-month period to report
13      the quarters that occurred in prior situations.  So
14      it's not a you do it today, it has to be reported
15      today.  You know, the things that we just closed up
16      on September 30th were things that were done
17      between April and the end of June.
18 Q.   I see.  So it's not a situation where they go into
19      surgery, and it's filled out right there.
20 A.   Well, you do.  You know, we have asked our docs to
21      dictate that information in that report.  But we
22      also need the source documentation there, you know.
23      We need to be able to find the echo.  We need to be
24      able to find the EKG that shows all of those
25      components.  You can also go back and you can
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1      review.  I can say, help me find where it says this
2      patient can't take a certain drug, you know.  And
3      the guys will say, here's where it was.  And then
4      you find that in the documentation.
5 Q.   I see.  And when you say the guys, does that mean
6      the doctors?
7 A.   Physicians, again.  Sorry.
8 Q.   That's fine.
9 A.   I didn't mean to use that.  Yes, the physicians

10      that I work with that did the implantations.
11 Q.   That's fine.  And the guys is a fine term.  It's
12      just I want to make sure I'm not leaving anyone
13      out --
14 A.   No.
15 Q.   -- if there's some other administrator or
16      something.
17 A.   Yes.  Sorry.
18 Q.   No.  That's fine.  This might not be an answerable
19      question.  But how long does a typical CMS form
20      take to complete?
21 A.   Oh, if it's an extensive -- because you have to do
22      them on -- not only initial implants, but on device
23      changeouts.  Device changeouts probably take about
24      20 minutes if your documentation is all there.  And
25      the initial implants probably take anywhere between
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1      30 and 40 minutes if you're looking for
2      documentation.
3 Q.   30 to 40 minutes.  Would it surprise you to learn
4      that Dr. Kaufman has testified that you're very
5      good at collecting and compiling this information,
6      and that you're renowned for your thoroughness and
7      not missing anything?
8 A.   He has called me very retentive before.
9          MR. ROOTH:  Those words.

10          THE WITNESS:  No, those weren't the words
11      exactly, but --
12          MR. HAWKINS:
13 Q.   I hate to say this.  But actually, on the record,
14      he did say anal retentive.  I was debating whether
15      I use that or not.
16 A.   See, yeah, I knew that.  Because I'm kind of noted
17      as the device police, you know.  I'll look over my
18      glasses and, you know, say, you know -- so -- but
19      as I said, Dr. Kaufman and I have a long working
20      relationship, too.
21          And I think that's why I refer to them as the
22      guys.  Because I feel like I have a good
23      collaborative relationship with them on a personal
24      level as well as a professional level.
25 Q.   Sure.  And I'm fine with you using the guys in the
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1      future.  But if you do, and there's some other guy,
2      I just ask you that you mention him.
3 A.   Exactly.  Will do.
4 Q.   Do you think Dr. Kaufman's opinion fairly
5      summarizes your capabilities?
6 A.   Yes.  I'm anal retentive.
7 Q.   Do you recall ever filling out CMS forms for
8      surgeries performed by Dr. Gandhi?
9 A.   Yes.

10 Q.   Okay.  When did you first meet Dr. Gandhi?
11 A.   I knew of Dr. Gandhi, but I never assisted in any
12      of his cases or provided support for his, because
13      he was not a cardiac electrophysiologist.  When I
14      went to Munster to provide care, it was only to
15      anybody that was a cardiac electrophysiologist in a
16      catheter-based procedure.  They were already doing
17      implants, so we didn't, on a routine basis, assist
18      the EP doctors with implants, because the cath lab
19      staff at Community would do those implants.
20 Q.   I see.  But yet, you did fill out CMS forms for his
21      surgery?
22 A.   Uh-huh.
23 Q.   So I gather it's not necessary that you actually
24      interact with a doctor to fill out these forms?
25 A.   No.  Because that information is supposed to be in
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1      the patient's medical record.  In other
2      institutions -- you know, there are institutions
3      that allow their medical records people to do the
4      removal of that information and report the
5      databases.  We always did it, because it was
6      somebody who was familiar with the workings of the
7      case, knew where to look for the information, so
8      that's why we always had nursing staff or staff of
9      the EP lab to do the records.

10 Q.   And I will ask for the details later.  But have you
11      ever had conversations with Dr. Gandhi?  Did you
12      meet him in person?
13 A.   I met him in person to say hello, but never really
14      had any conversations with him about anything.
15 Q.   Okay.  Can you recall how many times you filled out
16      a CMS form for Dr. Gandhi approximately?
17 A.   We did it for approximately two months.
18 Q.   Okay.  When you say we, who is we?
19 A.   My assistant and I.
20 Q.   Okay.
21 A.   You know, I filled them out.  She would do the data
22      entry.  So she really wasn't, you know, responsible
23      for gleaning the information or doing anything like
24      that.
25 Q.   And who was your assistant?
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1 A.   Rayna Airhart (phonetic).
2 Q.   Do you know if she's still in the area?
3 A.   Uh-huh.  She works for me at LaPorte now.
4 Q.   I see.  While you're responsible for filling out
5      the CMS forms, who is your immediate supervisor?
6 A.   I had two immediate supervisors while I was working
7      with the Community group, Sue Bolden and Rose
8      Garcia.
9 Q.   Would you report to anyone else besides Ms. Bolden

10      and Ms. Garcia?
11 A.   I still had to deal with our medical director, and
12      that was Dr. Dixon.
13 Q.   Anyone else?
14 A.   Not in a formal reporting.  They were my direct
15      superiors, so those were my direct reports.
16 Q.   Okay.  That was your formal reporting.  Did you
17      ever informally report to anyone else?
18 A.   Uh-huh.
19 Q.   Who?
20 A.   Brian Decker.  And I didn't report to him.  I would
21      talk with him and collaborate about things that
22      were happening.
23 Q.   Sure.  Anyone besides Brian Decker?
24 A.   No.
25 Q.   Did you ever report to Donald Fesko?
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1 A.   No.
2 Q.   Did you ever have conversations with Donald Fesko?
3 A.   No.  He was there after I left.
4 Q.   Did you ever informally report to John Gorski?
5 A.   Yes.
6 Q.   Ever have conversations with John Gorski?
7 A.   Not about this topic.  I would go to my direct
8      report.
9 Q.   Okay.  Is it true that you informed Dr. Kaufman

10      that Dr. Gandhi was falsely listing QRS intervals
11      as indications for ICD surgery, and that you said
12      something to the effect they are putting these --
13      putting these in people with normal QRS readings?
14          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to form.
15          MS. STANZIONE:  Join.
16          MR. HAWKINS:
17 Q.   You can answer.  I'm sorry.  It's just --
18 A.   Oh, okay.  I don't recall that I said it directly
19      to Dr. Kaufman.  I know I had to report it to
20      Dr. Dixon as my medical director when I needed
21      review for those items.  And I had requested the
22      source data from Dr. Gandhi's office.  Because when
23      it wasn't in the medical record from Community, it
24      was our practice to -- if it was done in the clinic
25      setting, to get that information so it could be
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1      filed with that specific case number.  Because when
2      CMS ACC database does an audit, all that
3      information needs to be tied to the implant FIN
4      number, the patient's personal identification
5      number.
6 Q.   Okay.  So my understanding is you don't recall
7      saying this directly to Dr. Kaufman, but you do
8      recall saying --
9 A.   He may have been there with the conversation.  I

10      don't recall.
11 Q.   Okay.  But you do recall saying it to Dr. Dixon?
12 A.   Yes.
13 Q.   Can you recall roughly what you informed him?
14 A.   I said, I'm not getting the information that I need
15      to fill out the database.
16 Q.   I see.  And how is that a problem?
17 A.   Because if you report that, I can't leave those
18      items absent.  I guess the thing was, when you --
19      when you do the database -- can I explain this part
20      of it?
21 Q.   Please, please.
22 A.   When you do the database, you have to do a quality
23      check.  You know, they will -- at the end of the
24      program, a quality check comes up.  Not for does
25      this patient meet the requirements or all that.
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1      But it's a quality check to see if you left out any
2      information, so that you can go back and you can
3      correct that information.  Or if you put, you know,
4      a 468 where that's outside the expected value, and
5      it was a typo, you know, you can go back and go,
6      oh, it was a typo.  I can correct that issue.  You
7      do the quality check.  If the information isn't
8      there when the file is downloaded and submitted to
9      the ACC for review and compilation, that case will

10      be rejected, and it wouldn't be in the profile.  So
11      we wanted all of our data going into the ACC to be
12      complete.
13 Q.   Okay.  Did you ever indicate that QRS intervals
14      were falsely indicated?
15 A.   Not falsely.
16 Q.   Okay.
17 A.   I had -- I had no source documentation to match
18      what the dictated report said.  If a dictated
19      report says you have a QRS of 128, I need the EKG
20      to show the QRS of 128, not just the dictated
21      report.
22 Q.   Okay.  So as I understand it, what you're saying,
23      the problem was that it simply wasn't there?
24 A.   Right.
25 Q.   Not that --
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1 A.   Yeah.  I didn't have anything that would support
2      what was written in the chart.
3 Q.   Okay.  You don't recall saying to Dr. Kaufman or
4      Dr. Dixon that they are putting these in people
5      with normal QRS readings?
6 A.   I don't recall saying it directly like that, but I
7      might have made the assumption.
8 Q.   Okay.  What do you recall saying?
9 A.   I don't recall what my actual words were.

10 Q.   Okay.  Do you recall saying something to that
11      effect?
12 A.   We probably -- we had a discussion, and it was --
13      based on what I saw in the chart, I could not find
14      the QRS that was being reported.  There were QRS's
15      that were of normal value.  I couldn't find the
16      abnormal ones that were dictated.  Does that make
17      sense?
18 Q.   Yes.  Okay.
19 A.   Okay.
20 Q.   So you did see QRS's of normal values in the
21      record?
22 A.   In some cases, yes.
23 Q.   And in those cases, did you also see QRS's of
24      abnormal values?
25 A.   I requested the EKG's from his office, Dr. Gandhi's
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1      office, to -- so that we could include those with
2      the medical record.
3 Q.   And did you get them?
4 A.   No.
5 Q.   I see.  Was any explanation provided as to why you
6      didn't get them?
7 A.   No.
8 Q.   Did -- I assume this is a problem, not receiving
9      this information?

10 A.   Right.  Because the information would not have been
11      complete when we filed the database.
12 Q.   Did you try to do anything to circumvent this
13      problem?
14 A.   I reported it to my boss.
15 Q.   Ms. Garcia or Ms. Bolden?
16 A.   Bolden.
17 Q.   Okay.  And what did your boss say?
18 A.   Approximately two months after we started it, I was
19      told I didn't need to do the Munster ones anymore.
20 Q.   Were you told why?
21 A.   No.
22 Q.   Do you have any theories as to why?
23          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to the form.  Calls
24      for speculation.
25          MS. STANZIONE:  Join.
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1          MR. HAWKINS:
2 Q.   You can answer, please.
3 A.   I don't have any speculation except that I was -- I
4      knew what I needed to have, and I was probably
5      being too anal retentive about pursuing the
6      information and getting it with the office, as
7      Dr. Kaufman would say.
8 Q.   I see.
9 A.   I still retained -- I did the databases for

10      St. Mary's and St. Catherine's, but I wasn't to do
11      anything with Community's.
12 Q.   Okay.  And that was Ms. Bolden who informed you
13      that, right?
14 A.   Yes, uh-huh.
15 Q.   Thank you.  Okay.  Were you of the opinion that
16      they were putting these devices in people with
17      normal QRS readings?
18          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to the form of the
19      question.
20          MS. STANZIONE:  Join.
21          THE WITNESS:
22 A.   Without having the appropriate documentation to
23      show that they weren't, yes, that's what I felt.
24 Q.   Okay.  And is that the only reason you felt that
25      way?
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1 A.   I had looked for other information to validate the
2      echocardiogram with the ejection fraction.  I
3      wasn't getting those items either.  I was told to
4      do this just strictly off of the dictated report.
5 Q.   Okay.  Is that how it's typically done?
6 A.   Not with our practice, no.  You had the dictated
7      report, but you had the source documentation to
8      match the dictated report, so they're mirrored.
9 Q.   I see.  And what is a normal QRS reading?

10 A.   Around 120.
11 Q.   Okay.  Greater than that would be abnormal?
12 A.   Uh-huh.
13 Q.   And less than that is okay?
14 A.   That would take a physician to give you all the
15      different explanations.  But 120, up to that.  Just
16      as if a heart rate 60 to 100 beats a minute.  It
17      depends on the patient.  It depends on the medical
18      condition.
19 Q.   I see.  Did you ever do any CMS forms for
20      Dr. Bhagwat?
21 A.   No.
22 Q.   Did you ever do any CMS forms for Dr. Asfour?
23 A.   No.
24 Q.   Did you ever do any CMS forms for Dr. Makam?
25 A.   No.
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1 Q.   Okay.  Earlier, we talked about the QRS backup was
2      missing from these forms.
3 A.   Uh-huh.
4 Q.   Was there anything else missing in these CMS forms
5      besides the QRS readings?
6 A.   I had a difficult time gaining the information from
7      the clinic, which I can understand that, you know.
8      So I would call his designated person at the clinic
9      and say, I need to know how long these medicines

10      have been on, you know, because you have to report
11      how long have they been on a certain period -- or
12      when was this diagnosed, you know.  After gleaning
13      the medical records through the computer system at
14      Community, the clinic -- you know, the patient
15      wasn't seen, and those records weren't included in
16      the computer system that Community had, so I needed
17      that information from the clinic chart.
18 Q.   And those records typically went in a CMS form,
19      correct?
20 A.   The records or the information?
21 Q.   The information.  I'm sorry.
22 A.   Yes, yes, the information did.
23 Q.   And you were not receiving it?
24 A.   No.
25 Q.   Were you ever given an explanation why you were not
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1      receiving it?
2 A.   No.  And I think that the -- there was a timeline
3      between the requests for the information and then
4      being told that I wasn't going to need to do that
5      anymore that I don't know how much was -- the
6      timing.
7 Q.   And again, that was Ms. Bolden who told you you
8      don't need to do that anymore?
9 A.   Uh-huh.

10 Q.   Can you approximate how many CMS forms during this
11      two-month period of time that you had these issues
12      with?
13 A.   We probably called on three patients, three to
14      four.
15 Q.   Do you recall Dr. Kaufman ever telling you that he
16      spotted irregularities or problems with
17      Dr. Gandhi's CMS forms?
18 A.   I think he discussed it with me.  I can't recall
19      that we had an actual conversation about that.
20 Q.   Okay.  What did he discuss with you?
21 A.   He was concerned, and that was when all the
22      information was coming out about Dr. Gandhi putting
23      the devices in.  And when we were looking at the
24      data, because you had the -- you get reports from
25      it, and you get your benchmarking reports.  The way
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1      that the forms were filled out, I was making our
2      physicians fill out the information that I -- I
3      guess, let me rephrase this.
4          They didn't have to go through the same
5      process, because I had the information there.  Does
6      that -- did I phrase that correctly?
7 Q.   Sure.
8 A.   Okay.  You know, because their documentation was
9      there.  I had the EKG in the chart.  I had the

10      echocardiogram in the chart.  I had the diagnostic
11      information that was required for the chart.  I was
12      frustrated, because I wasn't getting the
13      information that I needed to fill out those other
14      case report forms.
15 Q.   Okay.  And when Ms. Bolden told you to no longer do
16      this for Dr. Gandhi --
17 A.   Uh-huh.
18 Q.   -- was it for just Dr. Gandhi, or was it for all
19      physicians?
20 A.   It was for any implant done at Community.
21 Q.   So any implant done at Community?
22 A.   Right.
23 Q.   Okay.
24 A.   I just only did the implants from St. Mary's and
25      St. Catherine's.
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1 Q.   Do you know who took over the CMS data registry
2      after you stopped?
3 A.   It was somebody named Jan.  She was a staff nurse
4      in the cath lab.  I don't know her last name.
5 Q.   Okay.  Has any other -- I'm sorry.  Moving back to
6      the conversation with Dr. Kaufman.  Do you remember
7      anything else about that conversation --
8 A.   No.
9 Q.   -- or discussion?

10 A.   Uh-uh.
11 Q.   And when you say discussion, was this you and him
12      talking back and forth or --
13 A.   It was no formal meeting or anything.  I'm with the
14      guys eight hours -- with the physicians eight hours
15      a day, so it's in passing between cases, during
16      cases, so --
17 Q.   I see.  Has any -- have you heard from any other
18      physician besides Dr. Kaufman or Dr. Dixon say that
19      Dr. Gandhi is doing anything improper with regard
20      to ICD implantations?
21          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to form.
22          THE WITNESS:
23 A.   No one personally said it to me.
24 Q.   Okay.  No one personally said it to you.  How about
25      in any other form?  What do you mean by personally
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1      said it to you?  I'm sorry.
2 A.   I mean, no physician came up to me and said, he's
3      doing this.  I didn't have that happen.
4 Q.   I see.
5 A.   Was I -- I don't recall that there was ever any
6      kind of conversation.  Because I was only doing
7      cases with the EP group, and we were only doing
8      catheter-based cases at Community, which were very
9      few.  So my contact with other physicians, other

10      than Dixon, Kaufman and Dasari, was minimal,
11      because there were not that many EP cases being
12      done at Community Hospital.  There was more being
13      done at Mary's and at Catherine's.
14 Q.   Have you heard from any other source that
15      Dr. Gandhi was performing unnecessary surgeries?
16          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to form.
17          THE WITNESS:
18 A.   The only thing that I had heard is what's been on
19      television and what's been in the news.
20 Q.   Do you know who Brad Knight is?
21 A.   Yes.
22 Q.   Who is he?
23 A.   Brad Knight is now the director of EP at
24      Northwestern.  He was at University of Chicago.
25      He's also the editor of EP digest.  You know, he's
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1      well-renowned in the EP world, you know.  He's
2      active in Heart Rhythm Society.  Do I personally
3      know him?  No.  I have met him once, but I haven't
4      had any conversations with him.
5 Q.   Do you know if he ever performed a review of
6      Dr. Gandhi's ICD implantations?
7 A.   No.  I don't know.
8 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever heard of Dr. Dasari performed
9      a review of Dr. Gandhi's ICD implantations?

10 A.   No, I did not know he did that.
11 Q.   Did you ever have conversations with Brian Decker
12      about Dr. Gandhi's practices?
13 A.   Yes.
14 Q.   And what did those conversations consist of?
15 A.   I expressed concern that devices were being
16      implanted.  And after that occurred, my group had
17      limited access to any information at Community,
18      other than those that were involved with my cases
19      specifically.
20 Q.   Okay.  When you say you expressed concern because
21      devices were being implanted --
22 A.   Uh-huh.
23 Q.   -- what was your concern?
24 A.   I had walked into a control room.  My -- my staff
25      would come and travel between the three hospitals,
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1      and so we were up next for a case.  And I walked
2      into the control room to say what have you got
3      going on here?  You know, how long -- how long do
4      we need to wait, because we would go sit somewhere
5      else.  And the nurse that was doing the recording
6      in the control room looked at me and said, we're
7      doing a pacemaker.  And I looked at the
8      fluoroscopy, and the fluoroscopy was not a
9      pacemaker.  It was a defibrillator.  And I go,

10      that's not a pacemaker.  That's a defibrillator.
11      She goes, no, it's not.  It's a pacemaker.
12          So I walked out of the control room.  I went
13      to Brian Decker, and I said, do you know that
14      they're implanting a defibrillator now?  And he did
15      not respond to me, did not say anything.  I was
16      concerned.  I said to the rep, I go, are you doing
17      a defibrillator?  And he looks at me, and he said
18      no.  And I -- I have been in EP a long time.  I
19      know the difference between the size of a pacemaker
20      and the size of a defibrillator.
21          Reported it to Brian.  Reported it to Sue.
22      You know, I did it to Brian just out of courtesy,
23      because I was working in his lab, and it was
24      occurring in his lab.  Sue was my direct report.  I
25      reported it to her.  I reported it to Dr. Dixon as
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1      my medical director.
2 Q.   Did you report it to anyone else?
3 A.   No.  I followed my chain of command.
4 Q.   Okay.  That's -- my understanding, that was one
5      incident; correct?
6 A.   Uh-huh.
7 Q.   Okay.  Earlier, you said, you had concern over the
8      devices in the plural being implanted.  Were there
9      other incidents that gave rise?

10 A.   We're kind of talking about a timeline here, you
11      know.  I was -- when I couldn't get the information
12      for the database devices, that's my concern over
13      devices.  I don't know how many devices had gone in
14      before we had to do the database.
15 Q.   I see.
16 A.   So I wasn't privy to that information, except that
17      I walked into this situation and saw a
18      defibrillator going in.
19 Q.   Okay.  So what was your concern specifically?  Was
20      it related to patient safety at all?
21 A.   Always related to patient safety.  But at that
22      time, I didn't know what the status of Dr. Gandhi's
23      credentials were.
24 Q.   I see.
25 A.   And whether he had credentials to implant a
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1      defibrillator.
2 Q.   I see.  And with regard to not receiving
3      information, what was your concern?
4 A.   It's two separate situations, but I couldn't report
5      appropriately.  After I walked into the control
6      room and saw this and reported it, my staff no
7      longer was allowed inside the control room.  We had
8      to the stay in the hallway or in another waiting
9      area for our cases.

10 Q.   Okay.  I'm sorry.  I'm misunderstanding the time.
11 A.   Yeah, we're getting --
12 Q.   Okay.  For the incident involving your staff not
13      being allowed in there --
14 A.   Uh-huh.
15 Q.   Okay.  What incident was that?
16 A.   That was when I discovered that there were
17      defibrillators being implanted with concern about
18      whether there was the appropriate credentials to
19      implant those devices.
20 Q.   Okay.
21 A.   That was before the database started.
22 Q.   All right.  And what happened with regard to your
23      staff and being allowed in places?
24 A.   We couldn't go into the control room anymore during
25      cases.  We had to wait until the room was cleared
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1      and the control room was cleared, and then we could
2      go in and we could set up our cases.
3 Q.   And who told you that?
4 A.   My boss.
5 Q.   Ms. Bolden?
6 A.   Uh-huh.
7 Q.   Okay.  Does that strike you as unusual?
8 A.   Yes.
9 Q.   How so?

10 A.   We were supposed to be collaborating.  Yes, it was
11      patient protected information, but we were part of
12      the Community Hospital System working in that area.
13      And we're not using that information for anything.
14 Q.   Earlier, I think you said you had 24 years of
15      experience?
16 A.   Uh-huh.
17 Q.   Have you ever seen anything like that in your
18      24 years of experience before?
19 A.   No.
20          MR. HAWKINS:  Can we go off the record just
21      briefly?
22          THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going off the record at
23      10:32.
24          (A brief recess was taken.)
25          THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going back on the record at
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1      10:41 a.m.
2          MR. HAWKINS:
3 Q.   Okay.  Ms. Atherton, before our break, I was
4      running into problems, because we were talking
5      about two separate concerns as far as I can tell.
6      And I was having trouble, you know, separating one
7      from the other.  So if I'm talking about the wrong
8      one, I hope you'll say, no, no, you've got it
9      wrong.

10          But for starting with just -- we'll call one
11      data collection.
12 A.   Okay.
13 Q.   And the other the implantation of a defibrillator?
14 A.   Okay.
15 Q.   All right.  So with regard to the data collection,
16      were echocardiogram reports one of the things that
17      were supposed to go into these CMS forms?
18 A.   The ejection fraction from the echocardiogram
19      report.  You get an ejection fraction from an
20      echocardiogram or a stress test or a cath.
21 Q.   Okay.  What specifically was missing with regard to
22      that that you requested and did not get?
23 A.   Some form of procedural note either from an
24      echocardiogram, a cath, or a stress test that would
25      indicate what the ejection fraction was that was
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1      the basis of the implant.
2 Q.   Okay.  So were you requesting the echocardiogram
3      itself?
4 A.   No.
5 Q.   Okay.  That's my confusing.
6 A.   Yeah.
7 Q.   And again, you reviewed these for approximately a
8      two-month period of time?
9 A.   Maybe less.

10 Q.   Maybe less.  Why did it stop?
11 A.   Because I was told not to do it anymore for
12      Community.
13 Q.   Okay.
14 A.   That they would handle it on their own.
15 Q.   Okay.  Is it at that point -- you continued to do
16      this at two other hospitals, correct?
17 A.   At St. Mary's and at St. Catherine's.
18 Q.   Did you continue to do this at St. Mary's and
19      St. Catherine's?
20 A.   Yeah.
21 Q.   Okay.  And is this the reason that you only did
22      things at St. Mary's and St. Catherine's after this
23      incident?  Why did you cease doing work altogether
24      at Community Hospital is my question?  I'm sorry.
25 A.   Oh, that was a period of time with scheduling and
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1      issues like that, so I was finally asked to just
2      handle all cases at St. Catherine's and at
3      Community.
4 Q.   Okay.  And that was because of scheduling issues?
5 A.   Some scheduling issues, yeah.  They were going to
6      get their own EP group staff and no longer needed
7      us to do it.  But that was different from the data.
8 Q.   Okay.  Now, moving on to the defibrillator issue.
9 A.   Uh-huh.

10 Q.   Okay.  How did this come about?  Did you just walk
11      in one day?  Where were you specifically when you
12      first noticed this?
13 A.   In the control room of the room 4 which was the
14      room we used for EP when we were there.
15 Q.   Okay.  Do you recall who was in this room?
16 A.   The representative from Medtronic was there that I
17      knew.  I didn't know the staff people that were
18      there, because they weren't my staff people.  You
19      know, they had a large group of colleagues over
20      there that I wasn't aware of everybody's name and
21      who was scrubbed or anything like that.  But I knew
22      it was Dr. Don -- Gandhi that was the operator, and
23      I knew the rep that was in the room.
24 Q.   Who was the rep's name?
25 A.   Bob Kanopic.
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1 Q.   Okay.  And I want to confirm again, this was
2      Dr. Gandhi's procedure that was going on?
3 A.   Yes.
4 Q.   So this Dr. Gandhi procedure, how did you know it
5      was a defibrillator?
6 A.   I looked at the fluoroscopy.  There's a -- in the
7      control room, you have screens that show the EKG of
8      what's going on in the room.  The control room does
9      the -- you know, just as you're sitting here, doing

10      the reporting and the descriptions of the case in
11      the formal record.  And you have screens that show
12      the EKG.  You have screens that show pressures and
13      vital signs.  You have a screen that shows the
14      fluoroscopy image of what's being sent from the
15      procedure room.  And so I looked at the fluoroscopy
16      image that was there.
17 Q.   Okay.  I'm sorry.  What is a fluoroscopy image?
18 A.   X-ray.
19 Q.   Oh, okay.
20 A.   But a fluoroscopy is moving x-ray.  When you say,
21      you know, x-ray is (indicating) just a hard picture
22      in time, like a chest x-ray.  Fluoroscopy is, you
23      stand and you watch -- you can see the heart beat.
24      You can see, you know, the movement and all of
25      that.
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1 Q.   I see.
2 A.   But it's radiology.
3 Q.   And this is how you determined that Dr. Gandhi's
4      procedure was, in fact, a defibrillator?
5 A.   I asked that question and looked at the model
6      number.  Because you can see those things that are
7      on x-ray.  And then there were stickers in an
8      implant book.  The procedure is -- or common
9      practice is that you take -- when a device is

10      delivered to you, there are multiple stickers in
11      that device.  Usually, the stickers go on the
12      progress note.  The stickers go in a book where you
13      can report that if you have to come back, if
14      there's ever some kind of a recall or anything, you
15      can see exactly what the serial number and the
16      model of each of the -- you know, related to that
17      patient.  You know who's in the room.  You know
18      those things.  That book was left in the room, and
19      the stickers that were in that book were from a
20      defibrillator system.
21 Q.   Okay.  And I'm sorry.  That should have been my
22      first question.  Can you recall what the
23      approximate time period for this was?
24 A.   It was before the CMS database, so --
25 Q.   And when was the CMS database?
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1 A.   What did we say?  2000 -- I'm thinking it was 2004
2      maybe.  2003.  It was before the issues arose.
3      Because when we were doing the database, those were
4      cases that he had been credentialed for, so that
5      was the time period you're looking at.  He was --
6      we were reporting credentialed, so he had already
7      gone through the credentialing procedure.  And all
8      of these issues that had come up had already
9      occurred.

10 Q.   Sure.  And I'm just trying to put a date to it.
11      But I get it.
12 A.   Yeah.
13 Q.   Okay.  So you go there.  You see the fluoroscopy.
14      You say, hey, that's a defibrillator; right?
15 A.   Uh-huh.
16 Q.   Okay.  And what did you do next?
17 A.   I walked out of the control room and went to Brian
18      Decker's office and reported it to Brian Decker.
19 Q.   Okay.  And what, if anything, did Brian say?
20 A.   He just said, really?  And just kind of looked at
21      me and didn't say anything else.
22 Q.   It's fair to say that's an unusual response?
23 A.   I didn't know Brian that well, so I didn't know
24      what his usual responses were.
25 Q.   I see.  Did you inquire further, like, hey, this is
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1      kind a big deal, and you're just going to say
2      really?
3 A.   Well, I don't think I said that.  I don't recall
4      exactly what I said.  But I go, did something
5      change?  Does he have credentials?  I was asking
6      those questions, and I wasn't getting any answers
7      back at that time.  I said, do you know what you
8      have going on back there?  He said no.  So I don't
9      know what was going on, because I wasn't the

10      scheduler.  I didn't schedule their cases, didn't
11      perform them, didn't do anything except just walked
12      in on it.
13 Q.   Okay.  So first you told Brian Decker?
14 A.   Uh-huh.
15 Q.   What did you do after that?
16 A.   I did my case, because we didn't want to hold up
17      the patient -- the next one that was waiting.  And
18      then I reported it to Sue Bolden.
19 Q.   Okay.  And what specifically did Ms. Bolden say
20      about Dr. Gandhi's defibrillator surgery?
21 A.   I think I got the same thing.  I think I got,
22      really?  And, you saw that?  Yes.  And she goes,
23      I'll take care of it.  And that was usually what I
24      would get.  And that was all I heard.  And it
25      wasn't my place to go any further with it, because
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1      I wasn't the director over there.  I wasn't in
2      charge of those cases.  I went with my chain of
3      command.
4 Q.   Okay.  And I'm sorry.  Was there another person you
5      told?  Oh, you told it to Dr. Dixon?
6 A.   Dr. Dixon, because he was the medical director for
7      EP.  And at that time, defibrillators were under
8      the guise of EP.
9 Q.   Okay.  And other than those three individuals, did

10      you talk to anyone?
11 A.   I don't think so.
12 Q.   Okay.  Has -- since that time, has anyone from
13      Community Hospital asked you about what you
14      observed?
15 A.   I don't recall that they did it.  I know I met with
16      this lady at the end of the table several years ago
17      and discussed the situation at that time.
18 Q.   Do you recall how long ago you met with her?
19 A.   It was probably two years ago, three years ago.
20          MR. ROOTH:  Can we identify her name?
21          MS. SENG:  Laura Seng.
22          THE WITNESS:
23 A.   Yeah.
24 Q.   So you met with Ms. Seng two to three years ago?
25 A.   And her associates, uh-huh.
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1 Q.   And did you basically tell her what you just told
2      me?
3 A.   Uh-huh.  The topic came up in discussion.
4 Q.   I see.  Did anything other than that come up in
5      discussion?
6 A.   I think it was the same questions about the
7      database, the relationship with me and Community
8      Hospital, the docs and Community Hospital.  I was
9      no longer employed by Community at that time that

10      the conversation took place.
11 Q.   Okay.  If you were in charge of the cath lab for
12      that day, what would you do if you saw a
13      cardiologist perform a procedure for which he
14      didn't have privileges to perform?
15 A.   I would have gone immediately to the room.  I would
16      not have stopped the procedure because of the
17      safety of the patient.  You know, we needed to
18      assure that the patient was safe.  And depending on
19      at what stage of the procedure, I would have gotten
20      the medical director of that department to assist
21      me with that, and if necessary, gone to the head of
22      the department, either the department of
23      cardiology.  I can't remember how they were
24      phrased.  They were department of cardiology,
25      department of medicine, with administrative
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1      support, and met with that doctor immediately.
2 Q.   Well, in your 24 years of experience, aside from
3      this incident, have you ever -- have you ever seen
4      that before?
5 A.   No.
6 Q.   I'm sorry.  I can't read it.  So you're familiar
7      with Dr. Dixon, correct?
8 A.   Yeah.
9 Q.   Okay.  Are you aware that Dr. Dixon reviewed the

10      first 12 of Dr. Gandhi's defibrillator implants to
11      determine that approximately 7 were improper?
12          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to the form of the
13      question.
14          THE WITNESS:
15 A.   I knew that he did a review, but I did not know
16      what the results were, except that the -- those
17      specific results.  I knew that he had reviewed, and
18      he had said to me that they did not meet the
19      criteria that had been put forth for implantation.
20      I don't know the numbers.
21 Q.   Okay.  I'm going to read you some of Dr. Dixon's
22      testimony, and I want you to determine if you can
23      recall this incident.  Question:  Did the quality
24      assurance committee do anything about your report
25      that 7 -- 7 to 12 implants were unindicated by
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1      Dr. Gandhi?  Answer:  I received no correspondence
2      to my letter.  And then shortly thereafter, I was
3      asked to no longer review the implants.  Question:
4      Who asked you no longer to -- no longer to review
5      the implants?  Well -- I'm sorry.  Answer:  Well, I
6      don't know who asked me.  I was told by the nurse
7      manager of the lab that we were to no longer review
8      the implants.  Question:  Who was the nurse
9      manager?  Answer:  Chris Atherton.  Question:  Did

10      you -- did she give you a reason?  Answer:  She did
11      not.  She did not know the reason.  Question:  Did
12      she tell you who told her to tell you?  Answer:
13      No, she did not.
14          Do you recall what Dr. Dixon was testifying to
15      there?
16          MS. STAMATAKOS:  And I will object to the form
17      of the question.
18          MS. STANZIONE:  Objection to the form of the
19      question as well.
20          THE WITNESS:
21 A.   I think it was the same situation that I'm talking
22      about with the database, as far as those were after
23      he had been granted privileges, and he was
24      reviewing the defibrillator implants.  But other
25      than that, I don't recall specifically that.  That
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1      was my -- I never had a reason why I was told not
2      to stop.  I was just told to stop.
3          MR. HAWKINS:  Really, guys?
4          MR. ROOTH:  Totally.  Totally serious.
5      Really.
6          MR. HAWKINS:  All right.  We can wait for a
7      break, right?
8          MR. ROOTH:  Sure.
9          MR. HAWKINS:  Thank you.

10 Q.   So did you tell Dr. Dixon -- do you recall telling
11      Dr. Dixon that he was to no longer review
12      Dr. Gandhi's implants?
13 A.   I don't know if I told him specifically.  I told
14      him I wasn't to review any of the implants ever
15      again, because I wasn't associated with that
16      anymore.  I could not do the database.  That was
17      the only review.  If he was asked by the committee
18      to review or other physicians to review, I -- I was
19      not part of that.
20 Q.   Okay.  Who conveyed -- and again, was this
21      Ms. Bolden who conveyed this directive to you?
22 A.   Yeah.
23 Q.   Did Ms. Garcia ever talk about this to you or speak
24      of this to you?
25 A.   She didn't talk about this event.  But then after
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1      Ms. Bolden died, Rose became my boss.
2 Q.   Uh-huh.
3 A.   And, you know, it was that we were not to support
4      any cases over there, other than just
5      catheter-based cases.  And then it got to a point
6      with scheduling issues, which were unrelated to
7      this, because we couldn't always get to cases --
8      because we were getting busier with EP at Munster,
9      we couldn't always get the size crew that we had to

10      cases at St. Mary's, cases at Munster, and cases at
11      St. Catherine's.  So we were told that Community
12      was going to get their own EP staff and that we
13      would no longer support that.  We would just
14      support St. Catherine's and St. Mary's.
15 Q.   Okay.  Were any of these communications that you
16      were referring to with Ms. Bolden ever put in any
17      form of writing?
18 A.   I think I wrote up the incident that I saw in the
19      EP lab and gave it to her, but I don't have copies
20      of any of my documentation.
21 Q.   Sure.  Okay.  So how would you have -- I mean, is
22      there a formal procedure for this writing?
23 A.   No.  It's just narrative documentation, handed it
24      to her.
25 Q.   Do you know if it was addressed to her and anyone
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1      else?
2 A.   No, because I would have gone just to my direct
3      report, and that would have been to Sue.
4 Q.   Okay.  Do you know if there are any emails in
5      which --
6 A.   No.
7 Q.   I'm sorry.  Did you have email at that time?
8 A.   I think it was few and far between.  The emails
9      were not -- yes, back in the old days, we didn't

10      have email like we have now.  And I think most of
11      it was paper distribution.
12 Q.   Okay.  Can you think of any other -- besides that
13      letter, can you think of any other -- whether it be
14      email or any other kind of written communication
15      that this incident might have been related --
16 A.   No, not that I produced.
17 Q.   Okay.  Were you concerned about this?
18 A.   Very.
19 Q.   Why?
20 A.   Because I do what I feel is right, and I didn't
21      think it was right.
22 Q.   And why do you not think it was right?
23 A.   Because I had -- and this wasn't -- now, which are
24      we talking?  The implant or the database?
25 Q.   Let's try both.
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1 A.   All right.
2 Q.   We're on the implant, so let's --
3 A.   Yeah.  The implant, I found somebody that was not
4      credentialed to do the procedure doing the
5      procedure.  To me, that's not right.
6 Q.   Okay.
7 A.   I don't run my labs like that.  I don't handle my
8      labs like that.  You know, we go through the
9      appropriate credentialing procedures, you know.

10      I'm retentive, and I have those things in place
11      before the procedures are ever done.  So no, I
12      don't like it when I see things like that happen.
13      I know there are emergent issues that you can take
14      into consideration, but you still have to go
15      through the appropriate format.
16 Q.   And is there a reason for that format to your
17      knowledge?  I mean, does it have anything to do
18      with patient safety?
19 A.   Always.  Patient safety and quality.
20 Q.   Okay.  For a lay person, how does this relate to
21      patient safety and quality?
22 A.   You want the physician that's doing the procedure
23      to have been trained appropriately to do that and
24      gone through all of the credentialing procedures.
25      Now, patients sometimes don't know what credentials
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1      are.
2 Q.   Sure.
3 A.   But they assume, which you should not do, that your
4      physician has been trained to do that procedure.
5 Q.   I see.  Okay.  So that was the defibrillator
6      concern?
7 A.   That was the -- yes.
8 Q.   Okay.  Now, I'll ask the same question with regard
9      to the documentation concern.

10 A.   I did not want to falsify any information that I
11      was putting into a national database that I didn't
12      have a source document for.  Because I was putting
13      it in there, and I was the responsible one for
14      verifying that that information was correct.  I am
15      not going to put information in there if it's not
16      correct.  And I needed the backup source documents
17      to show me that the information that had been given
18      to me was correct.
19 Q.   Okay.  And first of all, you used the term falsify;
20      correct?
21 A.   Did I say falsify?
22 Q.   You did.
23 A.   Well, I wouldn't falsify.
24 Q.   Of course.
25 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   And I'm not suggesting you would, to be clear.
2 A.   Yes, I would not falsify.
3 Q.   But that was your concern, you didn't want to
4      falsify information.
5 A.   Right.  I didn't want to say -- I didn't want to
6      put in that I had a QRS of 148 if I didn't have an
7      EKG to show me that I had a QRS of 148.
8 Q.   Okay.  And to be clear, these are for Dr. Gandhi's
9      surgeries?

10 A.   Yes.
11 Q.   Okay.  And for some of these, you saw QRS readings
12      that were not above 120; correct?
13 A.   When you'd look back at an old EKG in the chart,
14      you know, that was available -- you know, there are
15      times, yes, that could have the QRS.  I was like,
16      then give me the one that has the QRS of 148,
17      because everything here doesn't have a QRS of that.
18 Q.   And you're concerned, without that backup, for the
19      potential falsification?
20 A.   Right.  I didn't want -- especially when I'm
21      dealing with CMS, I am not going to give false
22      information.  I'm not going to give false
23      information in any format.  That's how I am.  And
24      that's how I've built my career on.
25 Q.   Okay.  Earlier, you said everything relates to
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1      patient safety.  Can this, too, relate to patient
2      safety?
3          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to the form of the
4      question.
5          THE WITNESS:
6 A.   Well, sure.  I mean, you want to make sure that the
7      patient's getting the appropriate device.  And
8      there are certain guidelines set down by certain
9      governing bodies that you need to fit within those

10      parameters.
11 Q.   Okay.  And not having this information might
12      suggest that those parameters are not met?
13          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to the form of the
14      question.
15          THE WITNESS:
16 A.   I would not be able to -- I don't know that.  I
17      don't know if they were -- if I didn't have the
18      information to look at and see that I had that, I
19      could not meet the criteria that was over here.
20      (Indicating).  Does that make sense?
21 Q.   Sure.  And I'm just -- as a healthcare professional
22      who's been in the business for 25 years, you say
23      this concerns you from a perspective of patient
24      safety.
25 A.   Uh-huh.
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1 Q.   And I'm just trying to figure out what specifically
2      gives rise to that concern.
3          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I will object to the form of
4      the question.
5          THE WITNESS:
6 A.   I mean, I've been involved in research for many
7      years where I was involved in the research for the
8      biventricular devices.  And at that time, it's in a
9      formal research study.  You're doing something that

10      doesn't meet certain criteria.  You're developing a
11      plan.  You're investigating to see if this is going
12      to work.  And then the FDA and the governing bodies
13      say, yes, that's appropriate.  That's what we need
14      to do.  And that's what the picture should fall
15      under for the patient.
16 Q.   Do you know if Dr. Dixon ever registered a
17      complaint with Community Hospital?
18 A.   Uh-huh.
19 Q.   Okay.
20 A.   He wrote a letter along with several of the other
21      physicians that they were concerned about the
22      credentialing issues and should he be allowed to be
23      credentialed.
24 Q.   And do you know if Dr. Dixon ever gave any oral
25      complaints to anyone at Community Hospital
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1      regarding Dr. Gandhi's practices?
2 A.   Only through hearsay that he was concerned.  I
3      think he spoke with Bolden.  I know he spoke with
4      Gorski.  I don't know.  I wasn't physically there.
5      It was only hearsay.
6 Q.   Okay.  Why do you believe he spoke with Mr. Gorski?
7 A.   Because he was very concerned about this, and I
8      think he said he spoke with Dr. -- or with
9      Mr. Gorski.

10 Q.   Now, I understand you concentrate on EP areas, and
11      stenting is not an EP issue; correct?
12 A.   No.
13 Q.   Okay.  Have you seen anything that would suggest
14      that Dr. Gandhi took part in unnecessary stenting?
15 A.   I wouldn't be able to even answer that.
16          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I object to the form of the
17      question.
18          MS. STANZIONE:  I object to form.
19          THE WITNESS:
20 A.   Yeah.  I can't answer that, because I don't do
21      anything in the cath lab.  I don't know enough
22      about it.
23 Q.   Let's be clear.  Not just your individual -- I'm
24      sorry.  I want to be clear about my question.  I'm
25      not just asking what you've experienced personally.
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1      But you could have heard someone say something to
2      that effect, and I want to include at that in the
3      question.
4 A.   I don't have anything -- I tune in on my EP.  I
5      don't get involved in any of the other cardiology.
6      That was general cardiology.
7 Q.   Okay.  And the same would be true for angiograms?
8 A.   Uh-huh.  I don't know anything about it.  I don't
9      know anything.  I haven't cared for any of his

10      patients.
11 Q.   What is an ICD registry?
12 A.   That's the database you've been asking me about.
13 Q.   Okay.  So CMS database--
14 A.   The ACC database is the ICD registry.
15 Q.   Same thing?
16 A.   It's the same thing.
17 Q.   Do you know if anyone at Community Hospital would
18      review the ICD registry?
19 A.   No, I don't know what they did with their data.  I
20      don't know what they did with their reports.
21 Q.   Has anyone ever asked you to alter information on
22      an ICD registry at Community Hospital?
23 A.   No.
24          MR. HAWKINS:  (Tendering).  I'm sorry.  I only
25      have one copy.  Would you mind sharing it?
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1          MS. STAMATAKOS:  No problem.
2          (Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 marked for
3      identification.)
4          MR. HAWKINS:
5 Q.   I'm going to hand you what's been marked -- what
6      will be marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 1.
7      (Tendering).  Do you mind looking it over for a
8      moment?
9          MS. STAMATAKOS:  Can I see your copy really

10      quickly?
11          MR. HAWKINS:  Sure.  I'm sorry.  (Tendering).
12          THE WITNESS:  Okay.
13          MR. HAWKINS:
14 Q.   I don't mean this specific document.  But are you
15      familiar with these kind of documents?
16 A.   This looks like one that might have been made up
17      for the indication.  We don't use that.  We use the
18      actual worksheet from the ACC database that has all
19      of the different component parts in our practice.
20 Q.   I see.  When you say we, do you mean at LaPorte?
21 A.   Uh-huh.
22 Q.   Okay.
23 A.   And at St. Mary's and at St. Catherine's.  We use
24      the exact worksheet that comes off of the database.
25 Q.   Okay.  During the two-month period while you were
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1      helping with Community, did you ever see documents
2      like these?
3 A.   This?
4 Q.   Yes.
5 A.   No.  Am I going to need to refer to this again?
6 Q.   No.  If you've never seen anything like it before,
7      it doesn't really --
8 A.   Yeah.
9          MR. HAWKINS:  Okay.  I'm pretty close to

10      wrapping up.  I'm sure my colleagues have some
11      questions that they want me to ask.  So if you'd
12      just give me five minutes, and I will see how they
13      want me to ask the next questions.
14          THE WITNESS:  Okay.
15          THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going off the record at
16      11:06.
17          (A brief recess was taken.)
18          THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going back on the record at
19      11:11.
20          MR. HAWKINS:
21 Q.   Have you ever seen Dr. Gandhi at the HRS symposiums
22      that you discussed earlier?
23 A.   No.
24 Q.   Is it typical that you see physicians at these
25      symposiums?
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1 A.   Uh-huh.
2 Q.   Have you ever seen Dr. Dixon at these symposiums?
3 A.   Uh-huh.
4 Q.   Dr. Kaufman?
5 A.   Uh-huh.
6 Q.   Dr. Dasari?
7 A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.  Yes to all three.  Sorry.
8 Q.   Are you familiar with Dr. Andress?
9 A.   Yes.

10 Q.   Have you ever seen him at one of these symposiums?
11 A.   Yes.
12 Q.   Okay.  This two-month period we talked about where
13      you were -- helped assisting with Community
14      Hospital, do you recall what year that two-month
15      period was in?
16 A.   No, not exactly.  I'm sorry.
17 Q.   Sure.  Earlier, we talked about Dr. Dixon telling
18      you that he went to Dr. -- Mr. Gorski to raise
19      concerns about Dr. Gandhi.
20 A.   Uh-huh.
21 Q.   Did Dr. Dixon say what Mr. Gorski said in reply?
22 A.   No.
23 Q.   Also, are you familiar that there were -- at some
24      point, at Community Hospital, there were new
25      credentialing criteria for doctors?
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1 A.   I was not part of that.  And by that time, I don't
2      think I had much involvement at Community.
3 Q.   So it's fair to say you had no input in that
4      process?
5 A.   No, I did not.
6 Q.   Earlier, you were talking about the conversation
7      you had had with Laura about two to three years
8      ago.
9 A.   Uh-huh.

10 Q.   Were you told what that conversation -- what the
11      purpose of that conversation was?
12 A.   No.  Just that as a former employee and being
13      involved that, you know, there were some questions
14      that they had of me.
15 Q.   Okay.  Being involved in what -- with what?
16 A.   In EP.
17 Q.   Okay.  And they didn't say what the questions --
18      the purpose of those questions?
19 A.   I don't think I really got the real purpose of what
20      it was.  It was more fact finding.
21 Q.   Okay.  And you said Laura was there.  Was anyone
22      else there?
23 A.   She had several associates with her, but I don't
24      recall their names.
25 Q.   Do you recall roughly how many?
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1 A.   Two maybe.  Three.  I can't really remember.
2 Q.   Okay.  Were any documents provided to you during
3      that period?
4 A.   No.
5 Q.   Okay.  And -- okay.  You talked about the
6      defibrillator inc -- I'm sorry.  The defibrillator
7      incident we talked about, you discussed that with
8      them; correct?
9 A.   Uh-huh.

10 Q.   Okay.  You discussed the failure to get QRS backups
11      that you requested, correct?
12 A.   The information, uh-huh.
13 Q.   The information.  Okay.  Anything else that you can
14      recall?
15 A.   I don't recall anything that wasn't outside of the
16      scope that we've discussed this morning.
17 Q.   Okay.  Has any person discouraged you --
18      discouraged you from testifying today?
19 A.   No.
20 Q.   Have you talked with any of the defendants'
21      attorneys sitting here today aside from the
22      conversation --
23 A.   No.
24 Q.   Thank you.  Are you aware of anyone else that Laura
25      talked to besides you?
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1 A.   I think maybe Dr. Dixon and Dr. Kaufman, but I'm --
2      wasn't present at those conversations.
3 Q.   Okay.  What makes you think that Dr. Dixon and
4      Dr. Kaufman also talked to Laura?
5 A.   They mentioned it to me.
6          MR. HAWKINS:  In that case, I have no further
7      questions.  I'm passing the witness.
8 CROSS EXAMINATION
9      QUESTIONS BY MS. STAMATAKOS:

10 Q.   I introduced myself before the deposition.  But my
11      name is Alyssa Stamatakos, and I represent
12      Dr. Gandhi.  I wanted to ask you a couple questions
13      about the ICD registry.
14 A.   Uh-huh.
15 Q.   Can you tell me when the information is input
16      relative to the timing of the procedure itself?
17 A.   The input -- for example, we just had a report.
18      It's done on a quarterly basis, broken down into
19      regular calendar quarters; January, February,
20      March, April, May, June.  Reporting now that just
21      was completed in the third quarter that we would
22      look at was for implants done in the second quarter
23      of the year.
24 Q.   Okay.  And is that traditionally --
25 A.   Uh-huh.  That's been their schedule, yes.
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1 Q.   At which institution?
2 A.   It's not the institution.  It's the -- required by
3      the database.
4 Q.   I understand.  By CMS?
5 A.   Yeah, by CMS and the database.
6 Q.   So the data is input after the procedure takes
7      place --
8 A.   Yes.
9 Q.   -- customarily?

10 A.   Uh-huh.
11 Q.   You mentioned that there were -- I think you said
12      three to four patients in whom you were trying to
13      input the data into the registry, and you needed
14      source information; correct?
15 A.   Uh-huh.
16 Q.   And at one point, you talked about it being a QRS
17      that you needed the backup data for.  Another
18      point, you talked about the ejection fraction that
19      you needed backup data for.
20 A.   Uh-huh.
21 Q.   Do you recall in which of those three to four cases
22      you needed the -- what specific backup data you
23      needed?
24 A.   No, I don't.  I know that I asked for -- I think I
25      asked for baseline EKG's that would have been
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1      associated with this.
2 Q.   With the QRS, you mean?
3 A.   Yes.  That's where the QRS comes from is off of a
4      12-lead EKG.
5 Q.   Right.
6 A.   And in the three or four cases, we needed that
7      documentation, so --
8 Q.   I guess that's my question.  Do you know if you
9      needed the QRS in all three or four of those cases?

10 A.   I don't remember that.
11 Q.   Okay.  So you may have needed QRS for one but had
12      it for the others, and then you may have needed the
13      ejection fraction for one, but had it for the
14      others?
15 A.   I don't recall.
16 Q.   Okay.  Other than the QRS and the EKG, do you
17      recall if there was any other source data that you
18      were missing?
19 A.   History.
20 Q.   Okay.
21 A.   Looking for documentation of a lot of these things
22      that are right here.  The issues that are right
23      here on this chart, I would look for source
24      documentation.
25 Q.   And those issues would be pertaining to medical
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1      management and timing of diagnosis?
2 A.   Uh-huh.
3 Q.   Is that yes?
4 A.   That is correct.  Yes.  Sorry.
5 Q.   Do you recall if you tried to obtain that
6      information from the same person at Dr. Gandhi's
7      office or from different people at Dr. Gandhi's
8      office?
9 A.   No, it was the same person I was referred to, a

10      gentleman that worked there, and I cannot recall
11      his name.
12 Q.   Do you recall if you called the office once or more
13      than once?
14 A.   More than once.
15 Q.   Do you recall how many times?
16 A.   Probably five or six times.
17 Q.   So what happens if you don't get the source data?
18      Do you just not complete the registry, or do you --
19 A.   No.  I was report -- we still had -- you know, it
20      was timely enough.  You have a three-month window.
21      So I knew that if I didn't get it immediately that
22      day, I had a three-month time period with which I
23      could -- had reporting period.
24 Q.   Okay.
25 A.   Does that make sense?
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1 Q.   Yeah, it does.
2 A.   So before the reporting period was even over, I was
3      told not to do it any further, so --
4 Q.   I understand.
5 A.   -- I didn't include those in our database, because
6      I never got the documentation.
7 Q.   So you don't know if that information came to your
8      successor?
9 A.   Right.  I don't know if Community obtained it or

10      what they did.
11 Q.   Okay.  With regard to those three or four patients,
12      do you recall if they were Medicare patients or
13      private pay?
14 A.   No, I don't recall.
15 Q.   I know you testified that you can't recall the
16      exact year that you provided the service at
17      Community for approximately two months.
18 A.   Uh-huh.
19 Q.   Do you think it -- can you give me an estimate?
20      Was it early 2000s, mid 2000s?
21 A.   No, it would have been probably the -- I would say
22      before 2005.
23 Q.   Okay.
24 A.   You know, it was right around, you know -- I would
25      have to go back and see when CMS instituted the ACC
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1      database.  That would give you -- because we did it
2      from the beginning.
3 Q.   Right.
4 A.   So whenever that is.  Without Googling it and
5      looking it up, I can't remember the exact time
6      period.
7 Q.   And how long -- when did you first start going to
8      Community?
9 A.   Probably 2000 -- between 2003 and 2004.

10 Q.   Okay.  So it would have to be sometime after
11      that --
12 A.   Yes.
13 Q.   -- after those years --
14 A.   Yes.
15 Q.   -- that you would have been performing this
16      function?  And then when was the last time you went
17      to Community?
18 A.   I left there in 2008.  Probably 2006.
19 Q.   You mentioned --
20 A.   2005, 2006.
21 Q.   You mentioned in the -- in the context of the
22      implanting the devices, you used the phrase we
23      would do these cases, or I would do the cases.
24      What was your role specifically in the implantation
25      of a device?
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1 A.   I had no role in any of Dr. Gandhi's cases.  But in
2      cases with cardiac electrophysiology, I would
3      either be the recorder in the control room.  I
4      would be the circulating nurse that would be there.
5      I never did scrub a case, meaning I wasn't the
6      technician that stood at the table with him and
7      handed the instrumentation.  But I was directly
8      involved in either some form of documentation or
9      direct patient care.

10 Q.   And what would the nature of the direct patient
11      care have been?  The scrub nurse component?
12 A.   The circulating.
13 Q.   Circulating nurse.
14 A.   She would hand off any -- you know, regulate IVs.
15      If they needed extra sutures, if they needed
16      supplies, she was in the room -- she or he were in
17      the room to get those supplies to the people that
18      were prepared sterilely, because they couldn't
19      break scrub to go get those supplies.
20 Q.   That's what the circulating nurse would do?
21 A.   Uh-huh.
22 Q.   Okay.  And that's what your role would be to the
23      extent that you were involved in the actual
24      procedure?
25 A.   Right.
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1 Q.   Okay.  Any other direct patient care that you had
2      with respect to the implantation of devices?
3 A.   No.
4          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I have nothing further.
5      Thank you.
6 CROSS EXAMINATION
7      QUESTIONS BY MS. STANZIONE:
8 Q.   Hi, Ms. Atherton.  I'm Sharon Stanzione.  I
9      introduced myself to you earlier.  I'm the attorney

10      for Community Hospital.  I just have a couple of
11      followup questions for you.
12 A.   Okay.
13 Q.   Prior to today, have you ever spoken with any of
14      the attorneys for the plaintiffs?  Mr. Hawkins?
15 A.   No.
16 Q.   Mr. Rooth?
17 A.   Well, other than just arranging my attendance here
18      today.
19 Q.   Okay.
20 A.   No discussion of the case or anything like that.
21 Q.   Okay.  So just scheduling?
22 A.   Just scheduling, yes.
23 Q.   And that was with Mr. Hawkins?
24 A.   Right here, yes.
25 Q.   Okay.  And how about Mr. Rooth?
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1 A.   No, I don't think I've had any interaction with
2      Mr. Rooth.  Except maybe in the past, there -- you
3      were in my lab for a reason, but we had no
4      interaction over a case or anything.
5          MR. ROOTH:  I wasn't a patient.
6          THE WITNESS:
7 A.   No, he was not a patient, no.  So no interaction or
8      anything like that.
9 Q.   Okay.

10 A.   Nothing with any -- anything related to this
11      situation, no.
12 Q.   Okay.  Same question for Mr. Cutshaw?
13 A.   No, uh-uh.
14 Q.   And finally, same question for Ms. Wojcik?
15 A.   No.
16 Q.   Okay.  And have you ever reviewed any cases as a
17      nursing expert or in electrophysiology for any of
18      those attorneys I just mentioned?
19 A.   No, no.
20 Q.   Okay.  And did you talk to Dr. Dixon or Dr. Kaufman
21      or any of the guys before you gave your testimony
22      today about your testimony today?
23 A.   No, nothing about what I was going to say, any kind
24      of review.  Dr. Dixon doesn't know I'm here.
25      Dr. Kaufman does not know I'm here.  They don't
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1      know that I've been formally called, because I
2      didn't discuss that with them.
3 Q.   Okay.  And have you ever been sued in a medical
4      malpractice case yourself?
5 A.   No.
6 Q.   Okay.  Have you ever given a deposition?  I think
7      you said no, right?
8 A.   No.
9 Q.   Okay.  And have you ever testified at trial?

10 A.   No.
11          MS. STANZIONE:  Okay.  That's all I have.
12          THE WITNESS:  Okay.
13          MS. STANZIONE:  That was easy.
14          THE WITNESS:  Uh-huh.
15          MS. STANZIONE:  Thanks.
16 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
17      QUESTIONS BY MR. HAWKINS:
18 Q.   I have just one set of follow-ups.  The CMS data
19      that we talked about, how did you obtain the data
20      that went into those reports?
21 A.   Through gleaning the medical record.
22 Q.   Okay.  So there was like a stack of medical records
23      somewhere that you would just go through?
24 A.   Uh-huh.  You'd look through the chart, yeah.
25 Q.   Okay.  And where were they maintained?
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1 A.   Community.  And some was online information.
2 Q.   I see.  And you just had --
3 A.   So once the patient had an electronic medical
4      record, you would glean the information from that,
5      also.
6 Q.   Now, earlier, you talked about they were -- those
7      reports were compiled for benchmarks for Community
8      Hospital, correct?
9 A.   Not just Community Hospital.  But for any

10      organization that inputs data, the complete patient
11      profile data into the database, you can benchmark
12      yourself.  You get information back so that you can
13      benchmark your findings with other institutions
14      across the United States.
15 Q.   And do you know how Community Hospital ranked with
16      regard to other institutions?
17 A.   No, I don't know anything --
18 Q.   That's all.
19 A.   -- about that.
20          MR. HAWKINS:  Thank you very much.
21          THE WITNESS:  Okay.
22          MS. STAMATAKOS:  I just have one question
23      that's not really a followup.  I forgot to ask it.
24          MR. HAWKINS:  That's fine.
25
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1 RECROSS EXAMINATION
2      QUESTIONS BY MS. STAMATAKOS:
3 Q.   Do you know -- I believe you said you didn't know,
4      but I want to clarify.  Do you know when Dr. Gandhi
5      received privileges at Community to implant
6      defibrillators?
7 A.   No.
8          MS. STAMATAKOS:  Then I have nothing further.
9          MR. HAWKINS:  We're done.

10          THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Deposition concludes at
11      11:24.
12          MR. HAWKINS:  You'll have the option at some
13      point, ma'am, to -- she'll transcribe everything
14      that was said today.  You have the option of
15      reading it and say, yes, this accurately summarizes
16      what I said, or just waiving signature and trusting
17      that she got it right.  I can't give you advice as
18      to what you should or shouldn't do, but you have
19      that option.
20          THE WITNESS:  Okay.  I think I should read it.
21          THE REPORTER:  Are you ordering this?
22          MR. HAWKINS:  Yes, condensed, please.
23          MS. STANZIONE:  Yes.
24          MS. STAMATAKOS:  Yes, please.
25          (The deposition concluded at 11:24 a.m.)
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